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Efficient - Quality - Reliable

Excellent Efficiency with 
Compact Design
V90N Series 
Variable Axial Piston Double Pump

Accurate  flow closed loop control, excellent efficiency, low energy consumption.

The shortest double pump, suitable for applications with limited installation space.

Higher working pressure (rated pressure: 380bar, peak pressure: 420bar).



Available with digital closed loop 
control, designed for heavy duty  
applications in open circuit.

Stricter emission regulation requires the new generation of 
the engines to install larger emission treatment equipment, 
which requires more space for installation of the equipment 
and leads to limited installation space for the hydraulic 
pump. The new type of Hengli V90N series variable axial 
piston double pump is designed with the short installation 
length requirement and at the same time with excellent 
volumetric efficiency, V90N series is more suitable for mobile 
machinery like excavators, cranes, drilling rigs and so on.

V90N Series 
Variable Axial Piston Double Pump

Power control module:
     Pressure torque module.
     Electrical proportional power control module.

Limited installation space and higher emission requirements of the mobile machinery requires 
more compact design of the hydraulic pumps.
The new design of compact rotary group of  V90N series makes it 20% shorter than the similar 
pumps in the market and save more installation space for the engine of the mobile machinery.
The integrated design of the flywheel housing of the engine and the pump housing can not only 
save the installation space, but also save manufacturing cost of the machine manufacturers.

Various control methods are available to achieve closed loop flow control and 
improve control accuracy, to be higher efficiency and lower energy consumption.

The installation length of the pump is 20% shorter than the similar pumps in the market, 
saving more installation space

By using the optimized rotary parts, the total efficiency is 3%-7% higher than the normal 
hydraulic pumps.
With rated pressure of 380 bar and peak pressure of 420 bar, the pump can deliver the same 
efficiency with less flow or  power consumption, which can save more energy for the machine 
manufacturers. 

The real heavy duty axial pump with higher efficiency and 30 bar higher pressure rate.

Flow control module:
Electric proportional displacement control module.
Negative flow control module.
Electrical proportional displacement control module 
with integrated swash-plate swivel sensor and an 
electrical proportional control system balancing the 
set point and actual value, be able to achieve flow 
closed loop control.



1. Variable axial piston double pump design for the open circuit.

2. Compact design: compact rotary parts are helpful to significantly reduce the total length of the pump.

3. Various controllers available: hydraulic and electrical control design available, which can combined the 
different controllers of flow control, pressure control and power control.

4. Electrical proportional displacement closed loop control: with the swash plate angle sensor the displacement 
can be accurately controlled in closed loop, which will improve the efficiency and reduce the energy 
consumption.

5. High pressure and long lifetime: the  long lifetime is achieved and at the same time the reliability is improved 
with heavy duty bearings.

6. High efficiency, excellent self-priming performance: with the spherical valve plate and the optimized 
hydraulic balancing design, the stable cylinder barrel rotation status is achieved. Even at low pressure and 
low speed condition, the pump can realize high efficiency. In addition, the pitch circle of the hydraulic barrel 
becomes smaller, which will reduce peripheral velocity to achieve a high self-priming performance.

7. 1 inlet and 2 outlets.

8. Special pump housing structure design meets the low noise requirements.

9. Auxiliary gear pump: As an optional gear pump can be installed in various sizes. For low pressure source of 
the pump and hydraulic control circuit no additional settings for the pump.

Integrated design of flywheel housing and pump housing:
suitable for direct mounting on the flywheel case in diesel engines.Unique variable displacement controller:

Applied in intelligent control system, electrical 
proportional flow , power and pressure controller 
available  (five patents).

Long lifetime slipper:
Unique steel-copper melting technology is 
implemented into the steel piston shoes, the pull 
out force is twice strenthen. 

Heavy duty bearing:
Design lifetime: 20000 hours.

Shaft with high strength:
Be able to deliver larger torque.

Patent design of the transmission structure of the 
double pump:
The installation length of the pump is about 20 % 
shorter than similar products (two patent ).

Swash plate angle sensor:
Hall sensor can achieve good linearity and excellent 
temperature resistance.

The Real Heavy Duty Pump
Structure Feature



 Double Pump V90N SeriesInstallation dimension 

V90N-130DT

 
 

Displacement

Rated pressure 

Peak pressure

Rated speed

Installation Length

Wall thickness 

Weight 

130×2 cc/r

380 bar

420 bar

2200 rpm

488.7 mm

15 mm

159.5 kg

V90N-180DT

180×2 cc/r

380 bar

420 bar

2000 rpm

517 mm

12 mm

170 kg

*Above mentioned “similar pump on the market” is not for any specific products of specific brand and 
Hengli hydraulic reserves the final interpretation for this.

Compared to the similar products in the market, the Hengli Hydraulic V90N-130DT has a 20% shorter 
installation length while the wall thickness is increased to realize reducing noise. In addition, the rated 
pressure and peak pressure has increased 8% and 10% accordingly, which can ensure the same hydraulic 
performance at smaller flow and eventually reduce power waste and energy consumption.

Gear pump

488.7

'F3A' Type flywheel flange

'F4' Type flywheel flange

Φ428.62

V90N-130DT

V90N-180DT

Gear pump

517

Technical Data: 

Φ466.72



CAN BUS closed loop control hydraulic circuit

3 Advantages 
Functions of the excavator digital control  
system based on the CAN BUS technology

1. Intelligent control

2. Better controllability, less energy consumption

3. Saving new product development time

Automatic intelligent excavation
Dynamic power matching

Improve 
controllability

Electronic control
lever input

Software setting
Input parameter

Realize ideal
movement

Intelligent power 
matching

Better efficiency save 
energy consumption

Intelligent 
control system

Operating characteristics adjustment Remake the valve spool Longer time consumption

Intelligent excavator Program parameter adjustment Convenient  & Cost saving

Traditional excavator

Operating characteristics adjustment

Higher
controlling 
accuracy

Lower 
control 
accuracy

The constant power 
may be set to 58KW, 
which can fully use 
the power of the 
engine to increase the 
efficiency and save 
power consumption.

Certain power need to
be reserved forpre-
venting “car holding”, 
power need to be set 
to 55KW, so will lead 
to power waste.

Engine configuration
(60KW@1800RPM)

Closed circuit control Traditional control

Tips: application example

 Double Pump V90N Series

Swash plate angle feedback signal

Input signal

Closed loop variable 
displacement piston pump

Closed loop control hydraulic circuit

Controller

High pressure oil 

Oil tank

CAN BUS proportional 
monoblock valve

CAN BUS

Commissioning
& debugging device

Control lever Terminal device
Camera

GPS

CAN BUS

Flow set value

Swash plate angle 
feedback signal

Swash plate angle 
feedback signal
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We are looking forward to working with you!

As a benchmarking company of Chinese high-end hydraulic transmission industry, Hengli 
Hydraulic is always devoting to the innovation and development in the following four areas: 
production design, manufacturing process, quality improvement and management 
improvement. We, Hengli Hydraulic, is making effort to realize the intelligent manufacture at 
the same time the high-efficiency and energy saving of the hydraulic components and try to 
reshape the “Made in China” image through technology innovation. Meanwhile we are 
committed to creating a new pattern of the world's hydraulics industry and contribute to 
global technological innovation.

Hengli Hydraulic is dedicated to designing and developing hydraulic transmission products 
and solutions that meet the real needs of local customers for the global market based on 
the diverse market demands, in particular the field of mobile machinery and tunnel 
engineering. We, Hengli Hydraulic, take advantage of our years of application experience to 
provide the customer the most optimized solutions, thus establish strong partnerships with 
our customers and maintain a sustainable development in a competitive market.

•  Hydraulic Cylinder

•  Hydraulic Piston Pump & Motor

•  Hydraulic Control Valve for Mobile Machinery

•  Industrial Valve

•  Hydraulic Pump Unit and System

For more detailed information, please visit our website at
www.henglihydraulic.com

•  High performance Hydraulic Test Bench

•  High-precision Casting

•  Pneumatic Components and integrated System

•  Cold-drawn Seamless Steel Pipe

•  Surface Coating-Thermal Spray Treatment

What we provide

CHINA
No.99 Longqian Road ,Wujin District,
Changzhou 213167
TEL：+86 400 101 8889
E-mail： hengli@ henglihydraulic.com

JAPAN
3F, Takakuwa building1-18-13 Hamamatsu-cho 
Minato-ku,Tokyo,105-0013
TEL：+81 03 6809 1696  
E-mail: hl_zhaozhen@163.com

AMERICA
580 Crossroads Parkway, Bolingbrook
Illinois 60440
TEL：+01 630 995 3674
E-mail: sales@hengliamerica.com

GERMANY
Sperenberger Str. 13 
12277 Berlin
TEL: +49  172 368 3463
E-mail: jacky.ding@henglihydraulic.com

Hengli Hydraulic assumes no responsibility for errors that may exist in brochures, product manuals and other publications. Our products are in continuously development and innovation. 

Applications information in this brochure is not limited to special condition or applicability in particular industry. Trademarks with Hengli, 恒立, SHLIXIN, LIXIN, 立新and InLine are all owned 

by Jiangsu Hengli Hydraulic Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries and affiliates. Unauthorized use of the above trademarks and the contents of this brochure are prohibited.


